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      Welcome to Battle Snacks Battle Bites | High Protein, Low Sugar Protein Bars
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                            This classic British dessert is the perfect gooey baked protein bar. Layers of sweet sugar free caramel with a caramel flavoured chocolate coating.
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                            Try our latest Battle Bites flavour - £17.99 a box
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                            Giving you both a sweet treat and protein hit. It'll be hard to just have one.
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                            Create your own box! Choose from 12 mouth-watering flavours to create your dream bundle.
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              The fight for healthy snackage

            
            
              We are best known for our classic Battle Bites protein bars. Each bar packs 20g of protein and less than 4g sugar. Unlike other brands, Battle Bites offer a softer dessert-inspired protein bar experience because baked protein bars always taste better.

Sugar lovers can now indulge without the guilt. Whether enjoyed as a mid-morning snack, afternoon pick-me-up or just because, our cake-like bars are delicious without the calorie or carb count of most store-bought confections!
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              HIGH PROTEIN

            
            
              Our dessert like bars are all high in protein. A convenient way to consume additional protein throughout the day.
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              Low in Sugar

            
            
              All our bars are low in sugar for a guilt-free snack, delivering the satisfaction of a sweet treat.
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              bite-sized pieces

            
            
              All our bars feature TWO individual bites! Great for sharing or save half for later.

            
            
          

      

    
    
    

    
    
  
  
  

  












    

    

    
    

        

        
          
            
              Shop your favourite flavours

            
            
              Already have your favourites, or just want to stock up? Mix and match 24 flavours of our Battle Bites bars to create your own unique Battle Box. Now including our NEW flavours.
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            YOUR GUILT FREE PROTEIN SNACK

          
          
            High protein, low sugar, guilt-free triple layered indulgent chocolate snack.
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        BUY MORE, SAVE MORE!
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                  I bought some battle bites glazed donut bars and wasn’t sure what to expect, but they honestly are the tastiest protein bar ever - feels like a treat, rather than a healthy snack! I bought a box of 4 from the website and can honestly say every single one was delicious! My new fave protein bar!
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                  Having tried quite a few protein bars over time, these are by far my favourite! Great tasting protein bars and don't have that awful bitter after taste like some! Caramel one is my favourite but having tried them all there is not one I haven't liked.
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                  I purchased a mixed box following my daughter’s recommendation. Love all of them! Do have a soft spot for the toasted marshmallow. Love the fact they are split in two, I used to buy the Grenade Bars and break them in two, now it’s done for me. Great price too!! 😋
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                  THE BEST Protein bars I’ve ever tasted! 10/10 especially Toasted Marshmallow. Not powdery at all, which a lot of protein bars can be. Low carb and low kcal, High protein-what more can you want?!?!?
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                  I LOVE battle bites bars. Each flavour is uniquely tasty and full of flavour. I feel like I’m eating something really sweet and naughty but yet it’s low Kcal, low sugar and full of protein!
I couldn’t recommend the mud pie, caramel pretzel, toasted marshmallow or chocolate caramel flavours more. Heaven in a bar!! You won’t be disappointed with these, especially at the great value for price they are too!!
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    FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL


    

    
      
        
          Follow us on our socials and tag us at @battlebitesofficial for a chance to feature on our Instagram
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                  Why not join our mailing list?

                
                
                  Be the first to hear of new product releases, updates and exclusive offers.

                
                
                
                
                
                  *By completing this form you're signing up to receive our emails and can unsubscribe at any time.

                
              


              
                
              

            

          

        

        

        

      

      
      

      
    

    
    

  




  

  



  
  
   
  
  
  
  
  

  

  

  
  
  
  

  
  

  

  
  



 


























    
	This website uses JavaScript to apply discounts. To be eligible for discounts, please enable JavaScript for your browser.








	Enter discount code


	
		Enter your discount code here


		
			
			APPLY
		

		

		
			

		

		
			
				[[DISCOUNT_CODE]]
				
					
				
			

		

	

	
 Searching...

	✔️ Discount code found, it will be applied at checkout.


	Discount code cannot be applied to the cart.


	The discount code cannot be applied to the cart. Please ensure the cart meets the requirements to apply this discount code.

	Please provide a valid discount code.


	Discount code cannot be combined with the offers applied to the cart.


















